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ACROSS
1. 1974 Broadway premiere starring Anthony Hopkins
6. Dumbbell abbr.
9. Divert
14. Sporty Toyota that debuted in 1978
15. Tapped-out character
16. Italian alternative
17. Dessert invented by Athena?
19. Eponymous supercomputers
20. Vietnamese holiday
21. Closer to its prime
22. Toiling away
23. Tours infinitive
25. Favorite Steinbeck novel of Apollo?
28. Churn
30. Pal of Karen and Cubby, on an old TV "Club"
31. BlackBerry alternatives
32. Discomfit
35. Pesticide banned in 1972
36. Sneaker brand preferred by Hermes?
40. NATO founding member
43. Not a reproduction: Abbr.
44. Periods without 39 Down
48. Get a bit sloshed
51. Prankster's cry
52. Sports car driven by Eros?
56. Refuse to acknowledge
57. Panache
58. How-to presentations
60. 54 Down and others, briefly
61. Bumpkin voiced by Edgar Bergen
62. Military motto for Ares?
64. Penn or Pitt, e.g.
65. Sugar suffix
66. Pondered
67. Tousled
68. Divider of many courts
69. Dunne or Castle

3. Trapped with no way to descend
4. Surfer's destination
5. Coal-rich region of Germany
6. Parkinsonism treatment
7. Veep from Delaware
8. Uncompromising
9. Eddie who is the only jockey with two Triple Crowns
10. Self-sacrificing type
11. Not shown, in a way
12. Cut in the field
13. Stereotypical Canadian sentence enders
18. Symbols of timidity
24. Prince Harry's alma mater
26. Prime minister after Churchill
27. Prov. on Hudson Bay
29. Kuang-___ (Chinese emperor from 1875 to 1908)
32. Remote
33. Boxing's "Louisville Lip"
34. Sharp change of direction
37. Transvaal settler of yore
38. Overseer of corp. accounts
39. Chow
40. Thespian legend Hagen
41. Golden quality?
42. Single-task programs
45. Gap crossed by a nerve impulse
46. Fortify
47. Abate
49. "Wondrous" Egyptian lighthouse
50. Tom who coached the Dallas Cowboys
51. Failed fudge, maybe
53. Binge-watches to the point of headache, say
54. Member of the Reagan cabinet
55. Irish nationalist Robert
59. Game between Final Four teams, often
61. "Gunsmoke" barkeep Noonan
63. Czech sci-fi play of the 1920s

DOWN
1. Special-ability check that uses Zener cards
2. More subdued
3. Trapped with no way to descend
4. Surfer's destination
5. Coal-rich region of Germany
6. Parkinsonism treatment
7. Veep from Delaware
8. Uncompromising
9. Eddie who is the only jockey with two Triple Crowns
10. Self-sacrificing type
11. Not shown, in a way
12. Cut in the field
13. Stereotypical Canadian sentence enders
18. Symbols of timidity
24. Prince Harry's alma mater
26. Prime minister after Churchill
27. Prov. on Hudson Bay
29. Kuang-___ (Chinese emperor from 1875 to 1908)
32. Remote
33. Boxing's "Louisville Lip"
34. Sharp change of direction
37. Transvaal settler of yore
38. Overseer of corp. accounts
39. Chow
40. Thespian legend Hagen
41. Golden quality?
42. Single-task programs
45. Gap crossed by a nerve impulse
46. Fortify
47. Abate
49. "Wondrous" Egyptian lighthouse
50. Tom who coached the Dallas Cowboys
51. Failed fudge, maybe
53. Binge-watches to the point of headache, say
54. Member of the Reagan cabinet
55. Irish nationalist Robert
59. Game between Final Four teams, often
61. "Gunsmoke" barkeep Noonan
63. Czech sci-fi play of the 1920s
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